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Abstract: The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) develops a wide range of standards
for data processing on the Web. Prominent examples are RDF, SPARQL, XML, XPath,
XQuery, and XSLT. Since these standards are widely used, they bring many interesting
challenges for researchers. During the development of these standards, the W3C often
works under a rather tight time schedule and does not always have all the cards on the
table when design decisions need to be made. This is a situation in which research and
practice can greatly benefit from each other. The W3C continuously releases drafts of
the standards which researchers can investigate. Researchers can inform the W3C of
their results and, conversely, the W3C can give the opportunity to immediately
incorporate research results into practice.
ACM CCS: Theory of Computation; Information systems → Web data description
languages; Information systems → Data management systems → Query languages
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1 Introduction
Wherever there is communication, there is standardization. Since 1994, the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C), founded by Sir Tim Berners-Lee, is concerned
with the development of standards for communication
in the Web. Since its existence, the W3C released standards for Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Extensible Markup Language (XML), Web Ontology Language (OWL), Resource Description Framework (RDF) and
many associated technologies.
HTML played a major role in the tremendous growth of
the Web. Due to the simplicity of HTML, almost anyone
can put content on the Web with only very little syntactic overhead. However, this simplicity also has a drawback. HTML is designed to make Web content humanreadable rather than machine-readable. Sure, machines
can display Web content, but it is very difficult for them
to actually understand the content itself. To put this in
a different way: it is very easy for a computer to show
a text to a user, but very difficult to know what the
text is about. To achieve this, computers would either
need very good natural language processing skills or have additional information embedded in the text to help
them.
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W3C standards such as XML, RDF, and OWL take us
in the latter direction: providing extra information to
help computers. From a computer’s point of view, the
HTML Web is a “Wild West”1 in the sense that it is
very wild and unstructured. Taming the Web; providing
its content with more structure that enables computers
to search and process its information on a much deeper
level, is a very challenging and inspiring task for computer scientists. We look at this topic from a theoretical
perspective and emphasise interactions between theory
and practice.

2 XML
XML documents look very similar to HTML, except
that the tags2 can be chosen by whoever creates the
document. By nesting such tags, HTML and XML structure their data in a hierarchical fashion. This means that
XML data is essentially structured as a tree which has
labels on its nodes. When associating an XML document with a schema, its content receives meaning. On
a superficial level, a schema can say which parts of the
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This description of the Web is not my own invention — I
heard it at the 2012 EDBT/ICDT Joint Conference in Berlin.
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@prefix : <http://www.example.org/>.
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>.
@prefix dbp: <http://de.dbpedia.org/resource/>.
"A. Hepburn"
"A. Hepburn"
"A. Hepburn"
:Belgium

:description :actress .
:born :Belgium .
owl:sameAs dbp:Audrey Hepburn .
owl:sameAs dbp:Belgium

Figure 1: A fragment of RDF data, connecting Audrey Hepburn to Belgium.

document represent numbers, dates, zip codes, or phone
numbers. On a slightly deeper level, it can say where
a document mentions a person, whether the document
has a digital signature, which parts are scalable vector
images, etc. Even more deeply, schemas can also define
possible properties of persons (whether the information
about persons can contain a phone number, whether the
person authored the document, etc.). Of course, XML
data does not only need to be specified, it needs to be
queried and transformed as well. For these purposes, the
W3C developed XPath, XSLT, and XQuery which serve as powerful query- and transformation languages for
XML data.
Much of the basic technology around XML has a very close relationship with theory. XML schema languages are closely connected to tree automata, tree grammars, and regular expressions [22, 17], XPath 1.0 closely
corresponds to first-order logic with two variables [21],
and XSLT is tightly linked to tree transducers [5]. Due
to the very close relationship between XML data and
tree structures, XML boosted certain areas in logic and
formal language theory research. Researchers with big
hammers had one more big nail to hit. They produced
very fundamental results such as efficient algorithms for
XPath query processing [10], normalization theory for
XML [1], tree automata minimization [18], theory of
automata for words and trees with data values [6], data exchange [2], theory of read-write streams [25], new
fundamental results on the size of regular expressions
[8], and a wide array of results on the analysis of XML
query- and schema languages (see, e.g., [26, 16, 27] and
references therein).
Last but not least, theory finds its way back to practice,
for example through systems (such as Lixto [9, 14]) and
through W3C recommendations. For example, one design consideration for XPath 2.0 was strengthening its
logical core to incorporate first-order logic on trees [12,
Chapter 1]. Another example of the return from theory to practice is the schema language BonXai [19, 20]
which, based on theoretical characterizations of XML
Schema [17], could provide a more user-friendly way of
developing XML Schemas.
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3 RDF
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) structures data as a graph-like structure. It organises information in triples. For example, the RDF snippet in Figure 1 codes that “A. Hepburn” is an actress who was born in Belgium. RDF data is structured as a set of triples subject, predicate, object. In
the example, one such triple is "A. Hepburn" :born
:Belgium. By linking this small snippet to standard
data sources such as DBPedia and W3C’s OWL, the
data in the snippet receives meaning. For example, it
says that "A. Hepburn" refers to the same entity as
http://de.dbpedia.org/resource/Audrey Hepburn
and that :Belgium is the same as what is stored at
http://de.dbpedia.org/resource/Belgium.
As such, by linking data on the Web to standard sources
and by associating a semantics to these sources, data on
the Web receives a meaning that can be useful for computers. In the example we also used OWL, which is a
language for defining ontologies on the Web. Its very
design is based on description logics and is therefore an
excellent example of fruitful interaction between theory
and practice [11].
RDF essentially stores data as a graph. Each triple subject, predicate, object can be seen as an edge from node
subject to node object, which bears the label predicate.
A difference with standard edge-labeled graphs is that,
in RDF graphs, predicate can itself be a start- or end
node of another edge. However, the connection to graph
databases never seems far away [4].
For querying RDF, the W3C developed the SPARQL
Protocol and RDF Query Language or, in short, SPARQL. Also in the design process of SPARQL, theoretical research had (and has) the opportunity to influence
parts of the design of the language. For example, SPARQL did not even have a formal semantics until a theoretical study [23] provided one, together with a complexity
analysis. Recently, in SPARQL 1.1, a similar situation
arose on the topic of property paths, which can be compared to regular expressions that should be evaluated
on graphs. Here, research showed that the definition of
property paths at the time had severe complexity problems and proposed alternatives which would behave
much better in this respect [3, 15]. Again, the W3C had
an open ear to research and adapted its recommendation
to incorporate new results.
Querying paths in graphs by regular expressions (or variations thereof) is not a new idea [7] but new applications and new developments in W3C recommendations
are again boosting the interest in this challenge [13, 24].

4 Concluding Thoughts
I think that research is already exciting by definition. In
theoretical research we are only limited by truth and our

imagination. Far from all exciting theoretical research
makes it into practice. (For example, this is notoriously difficult for research that proves why something can
never work in practice.) However, when it does happen,
it really adds to the excitement. The W3C’s technology can give opportunity to do just that. The practical
side in itself is already exciting and, on top of that, it
presents theory with great challenges. Like a marriage
perhaps. I hope we keep listening to each other.
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